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How does TeleSchool begin Monday - wasn't that a scheduled teacher's workday with student's off?  If we 
have made plans for that day, will he miss and be absent?  
 
Monday was originally an RFF day for teacher professional development. In this new time, the district has 
directed all instruction to begin on Monday with students. That said, students should be able to access the 
lessons later, as well. Check with the teacher for specifics. 
 
 If students receive instruction each day from 10-12 (I assume it is 10-12 each day as Lang Arts just sent 
an email of that time for instruction), and the teachers have office hours 10-12, how can they ask 
questions for those with office hours if they have a scheduled instruction at that time each day?  Looks 
like office hours would be outside of the instructional window? 
  
Some teachers are using platforms that allow live interactions, and they may very well choose to give 
lessons live. Teachers are available every day from 10-noon, not just on the day of their lesson - and 
teachers are the best source for questions. 
 
When will the instructional email come out on how to connect, etc?   
 
Teachers worked with their colleagues Friday, March 13, and the dates of their lessons were publicized 
that day as well. Look for an email from the teacher soon. If you do not receive information, contact Mr. 
Parker. 
 
Does Taylor Rd have a standard forum for teachers to post - meaning I thought Campus Parent and My 
Homework App were the standard, but I am seeing Edmodo, etc which will be confusing if students have 
to do different things to connect with each teacher and stay updated.   
 
Teachers have the choice of any number of platforms, which allows them to choose the best format for 
them and the curriculum being delivered. Students are already familiar with a number of different 
platforms. It can be confusing for students, as well as the adults, in this new time. Continue to work with 
our staff - we will work together to manage instruction. 
 

Are students expected to login for a virtual sessions during specific hours? 

Some teachers are offering specific times for instruction, likely during their office hours (10 AM – Noon). 
Students will not be required to work on more than one subject per day, and the lessons should be available 
anytime. 
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